ADVANCED MEDTECH’S NEW CORPORATE IDENTITY HIGHLIGHTS ITS AUTHENTIC,
INNOVATIVE, AND CUSTOMER-CENTRIC VALUES
The rebrand spotlights its pioneering position as the world’s first and only integrated urology
platform
Singapore, 28 April, 2022 – Advanced MedTech (AMTH) has unveiled a new corporate identity
to complement its vision of “Leading Technology, Improving Lives”, emphasizing its reputation as
an innovative global leader in urology.
As a revolutionary medtech leader with a well-established global footprint, AMTH has dedicated
itself to delivering disruptive innovations that address growing unmet medical needs across the
world. The AMTH vision underscores its commitment to urology through the development of
innovative capital equipment, consumables and the building of the largest kidney stone
community online.
Positioned as an integrated urology platform, AMTH aims to connect patients with healthcare
stakeholders through future-fit, digital-first solutions.
The refreshed corporate identity is bold, modern and focused, and strengthens AMTH’s
commitment to driving new technological innovations that will enable generations of urologists to
deliver the highest quality care.
A patient-first, leading innovator in urology
The new AMTH logo combines its initials “A” and “M” with an upwards arrow to symbolize how
AMTH is always leading innovation to develop the urology space, and reinforces its patient-first
approach.

Abel Ang, Group Chief Executive of Advanced MedTech, said, “Advanced MedTech is a high
growth, scaled, global medtech startup. This new logo signals our urgent ambition to deepen our
customer-centric focus as we push the innovation envelope forward to benefit healthcare
providers, payers, and most importantly patients."
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About Advanced MedTech
Advanced MedTech Holdings is a global medical technology leader with a core focus in urology
devices and services. Headquartered in Singapore, with operations in US, Germany, Spain,
France, Italy, China, Malaysia and Japan, the Company serves millions of patients and physicians
in 100 countries worldwide. Advanced MedTech Holdings makes strategic investments in
disruptive medical technology companies, strengthening its portfolio of healthcare solutions for
customers around the world. Advanced MedTech Holdings is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Temasek. For more information on Advanced MedTech Holdings, please visit www.advancedmedtech.com.

